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ABSTRACT: This comprehensive study, entitled “Propose Business Model using Business Model Canvas to Increase Neutrafix Platform User”, Neutrafix is a voice & mobility e-commerce platform owned by PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia International (Telin). Through comprehensive analyses, including Business Model Canvas, VRIO, PESTEL, Porter's Five Forces, and STP, key challenges and opportunities were identified. This study aim to fix the challenge that Neutrafix currently facing like stagnation growth, a prepaid payment model unfavorable to buyers, and the absence of large sellers, which in the end resulted in low platform user. This study utilize a qualitative approach, using a semi structured interview and a thorough of secondary data. This methodology enables a comprehensive examination of current internal and external situation of Neutrafix. The study focus on Neutrafix business issue and how to improve it. The main conclusions emphasized problems including misalignment of value proposition, Ineffective communication, Lack of customer support, and opportunities for strategic partnership. In response, this thesis recommends three strategic actions: forming a strategic partnership with Etisalat, introducing flexible payment options as a new value proposition, and establishing a Customer Success team to manage customer relationships that translated into customer satisfaction and user increase.
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INTRODUCTION
With the development of digital technology that is increasingly significant throughout the world, the era of Indonesia 4.0 is getting closer. Through increasing productivity that affects every life line, digitalization has an extreme impact on entering the joints of the lives of all people of the world in all sectors. With digitization, there is a simplification of every activity in life with the use of the internet. In today's era, the internet plays an important role in human daily activities, both in terms of access to information and knowledge and the role of the internet in supporting individuals and organizations in carrying out daily tasks, business operations, communication, and collaboration. Not only in daily activities that involve people who are around, but the internet has a positive impact on openness in the aspect of global accessibility. This can be an opportunity to develop a telecommunications business that combines the public's need for the internet and open public access to exposure to the global world at a wider scale. Neutrafix, a digital public connectivity exchange or marketplace, aims at resolving the connectivity piece of the puzzle where the company lacks. Bringing together carriers, operators and enterprises to Neutrafix is key for PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia International (Telin) as a Carrier to be successful. This provides the company business missing link, not only we gain the interconnects, we are disrupting the CPaaS and wholesale market by allowing Enterprises the freedom to choose their preferred partner and hopefully PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia International (Telin) as one of the many carriers vying for business. Neutrafix is currently the only marketplace in the world that transparently connects buyers and sellers. Digital transformation on PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia International (Telin) legacy business is a must in order to gain that edge in the crowded and fragmented market. Operational efficiency is not optional, and neither can we address it in a piecemeal manner. Neutrafix aims to set a benchmark within TELIN on how digitization of legacy business could improve our efficiency and operational cost. In the same token, Neutrafix aims to position ourselves as our customer’s digital transformation partner in the voice, SMS, and numbers legacy business. In developing the Neutrafix, the company has 3 stages which is the development, mass collection, and gaining profit. Currently, Neutrafix is in the second stage, and preparing for the next stage on gaining profit.
BUSINESS ISSUE

During the development of Neutrafix, it was pre-determined that there would be three stages they were developing the app, collecting users, and increasing profit. During the development phase, Telin partnered with Telecoms Xchange (TCXC) a Cloud-based exchange platform for voice, SMS, and numbers with Choose Your Own Carrier (CYOC) technology and programmable API for developers. TCXC helps Telin in developing the application from scratch and also help with the business process inside the application. By the late 2020 Telin and TCXC has successfully completed the development of Neutrafix. In The next stage Telin has shifted its focus towards collecting users, this phase is characterized by a dedicated commitment to onboarding a significant user base, with Telin setting a key performance indicator (KPI) of acquiring 300 users in the calendar year 2024. The efforts are done by doing marketing efforts like events and direct marketing. Currently, Neutrafix has around 250+ user in the platform. At the events candidate are offered with express sign which took less time than signing up manually through the web, Neutrafix also explains their main feature on why they should use Neutrafix instead of manual transaction. The result is most of the candidate are agree and decide to join the platform but in the other hand there are only small percent of transaction done by the user, most of the transaction is done by Telin or internal transaction. Currently Neutrafix has over 250 Member with $133 Million transaction, and more than 1 billion in volume. Based on internal data, most of the transactions are dominated by internal which means PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia International as the owner of Neutrafix is the seller or the buyer and only 5% of the transactions are organic, from this data, the company has to think about how to increase the organic transaction percentage which later on can be described as increasing revenue or profit. In this case the problem that occurs in Neutrafix as one of Telin's products is low platform users. The author believes that Telin needs a new business strategy to develop the product which is Neutrafix. Given that Neutrafix is a Business-to-Business (B2B) product, the author considers that Neutrafix requires special treatment, especially in developing the strategy of the product. In this case the author considers that Telin needs to make new business formulations in the Neutrafix. The author thinks it needs to be done so that the existence of Neutrafix as a business product can still be sustained and provide profits to the company. The problems faced by Telin in Neutrafix are very regrettable considering that the author feels that this product has good and promising potential for the company. The obstacles of the product, must be addressed immediately so that the existence of Neutrafix can continue to run as a business product. The author considers Both of these things to be the main reason why Neutrafix as a business product still does not benefit the company. So in this research, the author proposes a new business strategy using Business Model Canvas to increase platform users of Neutrafix.

METHODOLGY

In this research the author use qualitative methodology with the aim to understand the current Internal and External conditions of the product Neutrafix, to create a solid business model to increase the Platform Users of Neutrafix, and to have an implementation plan of the proposed Business Strategy to increase Platform Users for Neutrafix in the next 6 months. For this research, data were collected through primary and secondary sources. Primary data were collected through interviews with the management of PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia International and five consumers as a sample, while secondary data were collected through articles, journals, and websites.

RESULT

Internal Analysis

A. Segmenting, Targeting, Positioning (STP)

Through the use of this STP analysis, Neutrafix is able to precisely pinpoint and identify the most lucrative B2B market sectors, guaranteeing customized approaches that address the unique requirements of buyers and sellers in the telecom sector. Neutrafix segments its market based on the size and type of telco companies.
While the target of Neutrafix products is divided into two, namely Buyer and Seller. In this case, it is further explained that the Target Buyer of NeutraFix product is a telecommunication business with a small to large scale that requires a reliable product, high volume voice, and SMS Service and looks for cost efficiency with high-quality service. While the Seller, in this case NeutraFix targets a Big telecommunications company that wants to have fast transactions and a platform with lots of buyers.

![Figure 1. Segmentation](image)

| Firmographic                          | • Industry: Technology, Telco  
| • Company Size: Small, Medium, and Large corporation  
| • Revenue: Small, Medium, and High revenue companies  
| • Type: Hyperscaler, Carrier  |
| Geographic                            | • Global, but currently focus in Asia-Pacific  |
| Behavioural                           | • Wholesale  
| • Retail  |
| Need based segmentation               | • Cost efficiency,  
| • High Quality  
| • Speed of delivery  |

And last the product positioning of Neutrafix was created as a service platform for telecommunications companies that is reliable, high-quality, and cost-effective.

**Business Model Canvas (BMC)**

Neutrafix is a transparent marketplace that generates revenue through subscriptions and transaction fees, providing significant value. Platform technology and qualified labor are essential resources, while platform maintenance, marketing, and customer service are important tasks. Allocating funds and forming strategic alliances are essential for maintaining operations.

| 1 | Buyer | Small to large telco companies needing reliable, high-volume voice and SMS services who looks for cost efficiency and high-quality services. |
| 2 | Seller | Big Telco operator/service who wants to have fast transactions and a platform with lot of buyers. |
Figure 3. Neutrafix BMC

**VRIO Framework**
In the Valuable Resource aspect, Neutrafix has good value as a product. The only public exchange in the world, Neutrafix transparently connects buyers and sellers using a straightforward Pay As You Go (PAYG) model. Neutrafix, as a business product of Telin is included in rare products. Neutrafix is the world's only public exchange that transparently links buyers and sellers. Neutrafix as a product was costly to imitate. This is reasonable because the cost of product infrastructure is relatively high, on top of the fact that labor and human resources are insufficient to meet industry demand. As a result, Neutrafix remains the only product in Indonesia to date that can offer services to the general public in accordance with customer needs.
Figure 4. VRIO Framework

External Analysis

A. PESTEL Analysis
Neutrafix operates in an industry heavily regulated by telecommunications laws. Neutrafix need to ensure the regulatory compliance, while Neutrafix’s growth and revenue are influenced by economic conditions. Economic downturns may lead to reduced telecommunications spending by companies, affecting Neutrafix’s bottom line. Neutrafix benefits from reliance on digital communication technologies and e-commerce platforms. The growing adoption of mobile communication services creates a favorable market environment for Neutrafix to expand its customer base. Neutrafix has opportunities to leverage rapid advancements in telecommunications technology, to innovate its platform and offer cutting-edge services to customers. In the other hand Neutrafix may face pressure to adopt energy-efficient technologies and sustainable practices in its operations to minimize environmental impact and meet regulatory requirements. Compliance with data protection laws is critical for Neutrafix to protect customer data and avoid legal liabilities. Non-compliance can result in hefty fines and damage to its reputation.
B. Porter Five Force

Until now the threat of new entrants of NeutraFix tends to be low. This is reasonable because developing a product like NeutraFix requires a fairly large budget allocation and qualified infrastructure. While the bargaining power of suppliers is high due to the large number of sellers and switching costs to another platform. On the one hand, there are not a few consumers who choose to continue using NeutraFix even though they need to spend a high budget because until now there has been no product that can provide the same service as that offered by NeutraFix. So, with this condition, the author considers that Neutrafix has a bargaining power of buyers that tends to be moderate (medium). According to the interviews with respondents, it was mentioned that until now there is still no other company that has the infrastructure that Telin has.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Regulatory Compliance</th>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Neutrafix operates in an industry heavily regulated by telecommunications laws. Neutrafix need to ensure regulatory compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Economic Conditions</td>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>Neutrafix's growth and revenue are influenced by economic conditions. Economic downturns may lead to reduced telecommunications spending by companies, affecting Neutrafix's bottom line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological</td>
<td>Technological Adoption</td>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td>Neutrafix benefits from reliance on digital communication technologies and e-commerce platforms. The growing adoption of mobile communication services creates a favorable market environment for Neutrafix to expand its customer base.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological</td>
<td>Technological Advancements</td>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td>Neutrafix has opportunities to leverage rapid advancements in telecommunications technology, to innovate its platform and offer cutting-edge services to customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>Neutrafix may face pressure to adopt energy-efficient technologies and sustainable practices in its operations to minimize environmental impact and meet regulatory requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Data Laws Protection</td>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>Compliance with data protection laws is critical for Neutrafix to protect customer data and avoid legal liabilities. Non-compliance can result in hefty fines and damage to its reputation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. PESTEL Analysis
Therefore, there is no product that can be a substitute for NeutraFix. According to this situations, the author determines that NeutraFix has threats of substitute products of service that tend to be low. According to the interviews with respondents, it is said that there are still consumers who choose to use other platforms instead even though they cannot get the same service as NeutraFix. Thus, the author assesses that NeutraFix has existing rivals that tend to be moderate (medium).

![Figure 6. Porter Five Force](image)

According to the analysis above, there has several things that the author can summarize related with the root cause of problem from Neutrafix, included misalignment of the value proposition which is the prepaid method offered by Neutrafix, while beneficial for sellers, may be perceived as a disadvantage for buyers. Ineffective communication strategy, although it is target at the right segment, Neutrafix may deliver a wrong value proposition such as the prepaid method where it can be seen as negative value for buyer. Lack of dedicated customer support, it is possible that current customers are not receiving enough support or incentives to keep using the platform on a regular basis, which emphasizes the necessity of having specialized customer success teams to improve user satisfaction and retention. Opportunities for strategic partnerships, Neutrafix may gain from establishing important alliances with major telecom companies, which would increase its credibility and market reach and create room for expansion. Neutrafix can boost user engagement and draw in new customers by broadening its product offerings, which will aid in the company's overall expansion and success.

**PROPOSED BUSINESS MODEL BASED ON BMC**

Within the telecom sector, Neutrafix functions as an e-commerce platform that makes voice and SMS service transactions easier. To increase the platform user of Neutrafix there are some strategy needs to be implemented. Strategic Partnership with Etisalat, Neutrafix is aware of the tremendous potential that exists in forming a strategic alliance with Etisalat, one of the top Middle Eastern telecom providers. Through this cooperation, Neutrafix hopes to increase its market share in high-potential areas by utilizing Etisalat's vast network and influence. Neutrafix can promote new business prospects, increase its credibility, and attract new users by utilizing Etisalat's client base and resources. Flexible Payment Option as the new Value Proposition, Neutrafix needs to redefining its value proposition by offering its users flexible payment choices. Neutrafix strives to provide individualized payment plans since it understands how important it is to
satisfy a range of consumer preferences. This new value proposition not only increases client satisfaction but also reaffirms Neutrafix's dedication to offering services that are convenient, reasonably priced, and flexible.

Customer Success as a New Workforce to Handle Customer Relationships, by hiring a committed staff to handle client relations efficiently, Neutrafix is embracing the idea of customer success. The primary responsibilities of this new group of Customer Success Managers will be to drive value realization, actively engage with customers, and make sure their needs are addressed. By placing a high priority on client success and happiness, Neutrafix hopes to deepen user interactions, increase retention rates, and spur long-term growth.

**Figure 7. Proposed Business Model based on BMC**

**IMPLEMENTATION PLAN**

Forming each implementation plan it will consist of planning, implementing, and evaluation. The duration of this plan will be set at six-month period, for strategic partnership, the planning consists of assess sales traffic, developing a pricing scheme, developing a partnership scheme, and developing the MoU, this phase will be done in the first two months. And for the implementation would be the next four month which consist of MoU signing, onboarding, implementing pricing and advertisement, and data collection, followed by evaluation like transaction monitoring, reporting, and final evaluation meeting.

For flexible payment options, the planning consists of concept-making, meeting with the developer, feature development, and user acceptance test that will be done in the first four month, and in the last two month there will be the live implementation of the features followed by reporting in the last month.

For Customer Success as the new workforce the planning would be in the first three month which consist of developing the requirement for the position, selection process, assessment, until negotiation and selection process, after that in the implementing phase there will be probation and onboarding in the next 3 months period, and in the last phase there will be appointment letter for the selected candidate.
CONCLUSION

Neutrafix, an e-commerce platform for voice and SMS services has honed its strategy by using in-depth evaluations such as Porter's Five Forces, STP, BMC, VRIO, SWOT, and PESTEL. These assessments emphasized the significance of political, economic, social, technological, environmental, and legal variables while also identifying important consumer segments, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. Strategic recommendations include partnering with Etisalat to expand market reach, introducing flexible payment options to enhance customer satisfaction, and establishing a Customer Success team to improve customer relationships and retention. The objective of these initiatives are to make sure long-term growth in the telecom industry, enhance user engagement, and strengthen Neutrafix's position in the market.
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